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ABSTRACT
A central challenge in weight management is the difficulty of overcoming desires for excessive and unhealthy food. Yet, studies show that when people are able to resist their desires for unhealthy choices, they experience pride and satisfaction. In order to alleviate the former and support the latter, we designed, implemented and tested a mobile application for improving snacking behavior. Our application delivers a food craving reduction intervention at the moment of need and allows users to track how often they successfully resisted cravings. Our craving reduction intervention is based on recent research that shows that food cravings can be reduced through imagery techniques. We conducted a week-long evaluation of our application, comparing the effectiveness of our application to a basic tracking application. We found that our imagery application significantly reduced both overall snacking and unhealthy snacking compared to a simple snack-tracking application.
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INTRODUCTION
Persuasive technologies effect change through two primary (non-mutually exclusive) avenues: by targeting either external behaviors or internal attitudes. The overwhelming majority of existing persuasive technologies focus on external behaviors [1], e.g. a tracker for calorie consumption and exercise [15]. This is because external behaviors are more tangible, measurable, and thus easier targets for change. However, the distinction between influencing behavior vs. thought is often blurred: often influencing behavior also promotes new thoughts and awareness. For example exercise and calorie trackers increase user awareness of their activities and intake. Along these lines, there has been a recent increase in persuasive technologies designed for psychological influence by encouraging reflection and awareness about health related choices. These include a visual garden display to encourage emotional connection to one’s levels of physical activity [6, 7], open-ended platforms for documenting and sharing health decisions, and a shared visual journal for diet and exercise [8].

It is important for persuasive systems to change attitudes as well as behavior because attitudes and psychological processes are the underpinnings of human choices and behavior [9,11]. Many technologies such as mobile applications are particularly well-positioned to deliver interventions that target psychological processes because they are pervasively by our side. These advantages of pervasive technologies have been summarized through a description of the many roles that such technologies play [12]: a device of ‘kairos’ that is always near at hand; the role of a concierge that offers guidance and information at the moment of need; a personal coach that can track personal goals and context; and a jester that can promote fun interactions (both personal and social). These properties of technological systems make them well suited for modifying psychology because they can evoke new thought processes and emotions in a timely fashion, customized to the persuasion context. For example, technologies can be synchronized with electronic diaries or sensing technologies [13] to know when contexts that prompt salient psychological states will occur. Finally, thoughts, feelings, and attitudes are highly personal, and technology-based systems have the potential for delivering personalized interventions that cater to this individual variation.

Designing for specific psychological constructs
In a movement towards more psychology-inspired design, recent persuasive health technologies have started applying...
Theories and strategies from psychology and health research [1, 3, 14-16]. While knowledge of context-general psychological principles is highly useful for persuasive design, it is also important to understand the specific psychological constructs that underlie the behaviors in a particular design context. Recent work has suggested that context-specific psychological constructs can be usefully investigated from the perspective of a decision theory framework [17]. Decision theory explains how behavioral choices are underpinned by psychological rewards and costs valuations [9]. Behaviors are chosen when they are associated with greater rewards and fewer costs. This notion of rewards and costs is fundamentally a hedonistic concept, relating to emotional experiences of pleasure and displeasure in the brain. An understanding of the rewards and costs associated with healthy and unhealthy behaviors can inform the design of persuasive health technologies: systems can then aim to increase the rewards and decrease the costs associated with healthy behaviors.

A recent study used such a decision theoretic approach to investigate the psychological constructs that discouraged and encouraged weight management behavior [17]. It was found that the need to restrict the pleasure of eating was one of the most widely experienced struggles involved in weight loss. On the other hand, another widely expressed view was that people felt good after resisting food temptations and making healthy choices. People felt pride, and satisfaction associated with being good to oneself and having self control. We wished to design an application that addressed both of these psychological weight loss constructs: to help people with their struggle against food temptations while simultaneously enhancing their ability to feel good about healthy choices. As a method of reducing the difficulty of unhealthy temptations, we look to recent research on the psychology of cravings, which describes how cravings may be sustained in the mind and how they can be reduced. This is known as the Elaborated Intrusion (EI) Theory of Desire [18-21], which we describe briefly below.

**Food Cravings: EI Theory of Desire**

The Elaborated Intrusion (EI) Theory of Desire is a theory for how appetitive cravings (including food) are sustained through cognitive processes [18-25]. EI theory suggests that cravings involve a cycle of mental elaboration of an initial intrusive thought. Because these thoughts are initially pleasurable, the individual is motivated to elaborate the thought, and sustain the craving by retrieving cognitive associations and creating mental imagery of the target. These mental imagery elaborations recruit working memory functions and may include the senses of sight, taste, touch, and hearing. Because cravings are thus presumed to be sustained through specific cognitive processes, EI theory proposes that an alternative task that recruits similar mental resources could conversely disrupt the elaboration of desire-related intrusive thoughts and thus reduce cravings.

Consistent with this idea, many studies have found that engaging in visual or olfactory imagery reduces the strength of food cravings, both for cravings induced in the lab [20-22] and naturally occurring ‘in the wild’ [25]. In contrast, auditory imagery tasks were not found to reduce cravings.

While the above results are very promising, they only measured self-reported decrease in craving levels and effects on consumption were not assessed. Our study will be the first to evaluate whether this method of craving reduction results in reduced consumption ‘in the wild’. We designed and implemented a mobile application for improving snacking behavior. Our application is designed to alleviate the struggle for excessive consumption while enabling users to emphasize the times where they successfully made healthy choices by either choosing a healthy snack or resisting a snack entirely. Because previous research has shown that simple tracking is effective for improving eating habits [3], we assessed the effectiveness of our application for improving snacking by comparing its effects to that of a basic tracking application in a one week experimental study. Finally we discuss future directions for improving our application.

**SYSTEM DESIGN: iCRAVE**

We designed a technology we call iCrave to help people improve their snacking habits. iCrave is a simple mobile app that allows users to track their snack cravings and allows them to record whether they choose to have a healthy or unhealthy snack, or to forgo a snack. iCrave helps users in the moment of desire for unhealthy/excessive snacking by prompting a craving-reduction imagery task and allowing users to record their subsequent choices.

The usage of iCrave is as follows: When the user experiences a snack craving, they press the main ‘iCrave’ button. The application then shows a text prompt asking users to imagine a specific passive or active scene for 10 seconds, during which a 10 second countdown timer is shown. There were 20 different suggested visualizations based on those used in previous work, which appeared in block random order [21, 26]. This type of text-prompted imagery exercise has been shown in previous research to reduce craving intensity [18-24]. Because we wanted to check whether imagination intensity was correlated with effectiveness, and also to emphasize engagement with the visualization task, after the 10 second imagery task, we asked users to rate on a 5 point scale how vividly they imagined the scene, ranging from ‘No image at all’ to ‘perfectly vivid, just like the real thing’. Then users were allowed to make one of three choices on the application, by either not eating at all and therefore ‘saving’ their craving, or choosing a healthy or unhealthy snack. If the user chooses to not eat at all, they are congratulated on ‘saving’ their craving and the system keeps track of a 20
minute period, during which they are not allowed to choose to either eat or save a craving again. A 20 minute period was chosen because research has shown it takes at least 10 minutes for the brain to register fullness after consumption [27] and post-consumption experiences such as happiness and guilt peaked 5-30 minutes after eating [28]. If the user chooses to snack, there is no counter and they are allowed to snack again immediately. On the main screen a counter is shown that tracks total number of events of cravings, savings (no snacking), healthy and unhealthy snacks. We chose this simple level of tracking to minimize user burden while still offering a reasonable level of monitoring. Initial prototype evaluations verified that our design was simple and intuitive to use. An ‘undo recent activity’ button was provided to allow users to correct mistaken entries or report snacks they might have eaten while on the 20 minutes savings period. See Figure 1 for screen shots of our application. Below we summarize the main principles that inspired the design.

Enhancing rewards of healthy choices
Typically, when a person feels the temptation to consume excessive/unhealthy foods, there is little reward available for resisting the temptation. Previous work has found that people do feel good about resisting food temptations [17]. However, the moments of feeling good can be diminished as the moment becomes lost in memory. Current applications only track intake, and we do not know of any applications that specifically allow users to record moments where food is avoided. By recording moments of forgoing snacking despite experiencing cravings, we allow users to remember these moments of successful self control. Because we wanted to encourage the idea that forgoing immediate rewards should allow for greater rewards later, we called this event a ‘saving’ of the craving on the app.

Just in time intervention
One of the many heralded advantages of mobile applications is their ever-present nature, which allows them to deliver support at the moment of need. Along these lines, iCrave functions like an emergency aid response. When a snack craving hits, the user can use our application to obtain a ‘just in time’ delivery of our intervention. Thus our application operates at the key moment of necessity. While application-initiated interventions are also useful for weight loss, e.g., reminders and prompts, we feel it is also important to create applications where the onus is on the user to initiate to initiate engagement in order to promote user awareness. Thus our application was designed to enhance individuals’ awareness of their snack cravings and promote a sense of agency in the user’s efforts towards self control.

LITE PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
Before we implemented our full application, we tested general usability of our design on a ‘lite’ prototype. This ‘lite’ prototype allowed users to track craving savings and healthy vs. unhealthy snacks, but did not prompt the craving-reducing imagery task. The aim of our prototype pilot was to evaluate: whether the interface was intuitive to use; whether people would readily use the app during snack cravings; and whether it felt intuitive to use a ‘save’ button if the user chose to forgo snacking. As with our full application, if the user chose to ‘save’ their snack craving, they would not be able to use the application for 20 minutes. The prototype was deployed on a mobile-friendly web application so that it could be used on all mobile platforms. Our prototype did not store user data onto a database; individual user data (snack counts etc.) were stored in cookies in the individual’s web browsers. We recruited 23 participants from the local community; all were healthy adults who had an interest in improving their snacking habits. They used our prototype app over a week-long period. Post-questionnaires verified that people were willing to use the app when they experienced a craving, and readily used the ‘save’ button when they felt they could forgo the snack. We also interviewed 13 participants and asked them about their experience using the app. Even when using just the lite prototype version, most felt the app helped them make healthier choices. “It slowed down my
rate of taking unhealthy foods and also motivated me.” “After using this app I become cautious of taking junk food, started avoiding junk food.” “I use the iCrave app to remind myself that I should control my appetite.” To evaluate usability, we asked how easy/hard they felt the app was to use. They all reported it was very usable. ‘Very easy’, ‘simple’, ‘convenient’, ‘very user friendly, I like it very much’. The main complaints were all centered on the fact that it wasn’t deployed as an app and only as a mobile site. Given the positive qualitative results and positive survey results, we concluded that our prototype evaluation verified the basic usability of our design and warranted the implementation of our full application.

MAIN EVALUATION STUDY

Our full application extended the prototype version with the following additional features: When the iCrave button was pressed, the app prompts a 10s imagery task for craving reduction followed by a request for the user’s vividness rating for the imagery task. We also implemented a simpler snack-tracker version for comparison purposes. We evaluated the effectiveness of our full iCrave application by comparing its effectiveness with the snack-tracker in a one-week between-subjects study. The snack tracker was almost identical to the full iCrave app, except that it did not prompt an imagery task or vividness rating, and did not provide the choice of a ‘savings’ button to record the forgoing of a snack. Thus, the snack tracker looked exactly like Figure 1 except that the two center screens were omitted, the ‘save for later’ button was not available in the right screen, and the ‘saved’ tally was not available on the home screen. Both the full iCrave and snack tracker apps were implemented on both iOS and Android platforms and recorded all user data on a secure database1. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In the experimental condition, participants used our iCrave application during the week. In the control condition, participants used the snack tracker app. Participants in both conditions were asked to use the app when they experienced a snack craving and indicate whether they were going to consume a healthy or unhealthy snack before eating. Thus, any biases from reporting consumption beforehand would have applied to both groups.

Participants

48 participants were recruited from the local community through email lists at the university. Participants were recruited by asking for individuals who had an interest in improving their snacking habits. Participants were then randomly assigned to either condition (Experimental Condition: N=26, 10 females; Control Condition: N=27, 8 females). There were 18 iOS users in each of the experimental and control conditions. The rest used the Android application. All participants were between 20-34 years of age except one who was 53. Participants were healthy adults over the age of 18. They were paid £7 each to participate in our study.

Procedure

Before the start of the experiment, participants were given a consent form along with a brief overview of the application and a short paragraph explaining standard portion sizes for common healthy and unhealthy snacks. Participants were provided a brief introduction to the app for their condition, explaining that it would allow them to track their consumption of healthy and unhealthy snacks. Participants in the experimental condition were also told that they could ‘save’ their cravings by resisting a snack altogether. All participants were then asked to fill out responses to a pre-study survey, which asked them to rate on a 7 point Likert scale, their motivation to snack more healthily, confidence in ability to snack healthily, likelihood of eating unhealthy snacks without thinking, strength of cravings for unhealthy snacks and snacks overall, ease of resisting unhealthy snacks, and the average number of unhealthy snacks and overall snacks they consumed a day. Participants were then instructed to use their app for the next week to try to improve snacking. At the end of the week, participants filled out a post-study survey asking them again to rate strength of cravings for unhealthy snacks and snacks overall, likelihood of eating unhealthy snacks without thinking, ease of resisting unhealthy snacks and the average amount of snacks they consumed per day the previous week. They were also asked to rate on a 7 point Likert scale how well they did in overcoming unhealthy snack habits during the week of the experiment compared to before.

Measurement

The main outcome variables of our experiment were the number of healthy, unhealthy, and overall snacks consumed in the two conditions. These values were stored in a database for each user (stored using an anonymous user id). As with our pilot study, we also compared post vs. pre experiment survey answers between the two conditions for questions that were asked both before and after the experiment. Finally we assessed whether vividness of imagery affects the snack choice. Post-experiment qualitative interviews were also conducted with seven participants who used the full iCrave app.

Quantitative Results

Pre-Study comparison of conditions

Based on our pre-study questionnaire, we verified that there were no significant differences between the participants in our two conditions: One-way ANOVA’s showed there were no pre-experimental differences in BMI between our experimental (M=21.7; STD=2.9) and control (M=20.5;
STD=2.8) conditions p=.2. There also were no significant differences in age (p=.48), motivation to improve snacking (p=.53), confidence in ability to improve snacking (p=.60), tendency to engage in unhealthy snacking without thinking (p=.57), cravings for overall snacks (p=.43) and unhealthy snacks (p=.55), ability to resist unhealthy snacks (p=.40), and average daily consumption of snacks overall (p=.99), and unhealthy snacks (p=.79). Thus, we conclude that the characteristics of participants in our two conditions were well counter-balanced, enabling a valid comparison of the effects of our iCrave application vs. the snack-tracker.

Post-Study comparison: usage and snacking
We compared how consumption of healthy and unhealthy snacks, and overall app usage varied over time and between conditions. Overall usage is equivalent to the total snacks consumed on the tracker, and the total snacks plus savings for the full iCrave app. Mean overall usage over the whole week per participant was 7.2 times, STD=3.4 for the experimental condition and 8.3 times, STD=4.9 for the control condition. A repeated-measures ANOVA’s with fixed effect of time (days into expt) of overall usage found no significant effect of condition, p=.39. A significant effect of time was found F(6,306)=2.37, p=.03, with marginal interaction of condition p=.09. Visual inspection of usage over time showed that while usage varied over days, overall decrease with time was small. This was confirmed using Ordinary Least Squares Pooled Errors (OLSPE) regression fit to usage data with parameters of condition and time, which revealed a small negative slope for the parameter of time: -.04, t(39)=2.8, p=.005. OLSPE fits to usage for individual conditions found slope for time=-.04, t(180)=2.9, p=.004 (experimental) and slope for time=-.05 t(187)=1.69, p=.09 (control). Thus, we conclude there was no significant difference between conditions in terms of the number of times the apps were used, and decrease in usage over time was small for both conditions.

Next we assessed how unhealthy snack consumption differed between participants in the two conditions, and whether this changed over time. We compared unhealthy snacking across conditions and time. A repeated measures ANOVA applied to unhealthy snack consumption found a significant effect of condition, F(1,306)=14.5, p=.0004, and no effects of time p=.43, and no significant interaction, p=.29. Thus, we conclude participants in our experimental condition consumed significantly fewer unhealthy snacks compared to the control condition (Experiment: M=1.65, STD=1.3 Control: M=3.5, STD=2.8) and this did not significantly differ over time (See Figure 2).

A similar analysis was applied to the consumption of healthy snacks consumed. While control condition participants consumed more healthy snacks, this difference was not significant, p=.27. There was a significant effect of time F(6,306)=2.37, p=.03, and no interaction, p=.5. As was the case for overall usage, visual inspection of trends over time showed that while consumption of healthy snacks varied over days, overall decrease with time was small. An OLSPE regression fit to data with parameters of condition and time revealed a small negative slope for the parameter of time: -.03, t(369)=2.0, p=.05. Thus, we conclude amounts of healthy snacks consumed did not differ significantly between conditions. While there was variation in healthy snack consumption with time, the variation did not differ between conditions and the overall decrease over time was small.

We also analyzed overall consumption. We found that participants in the experimental condition consumed significantly fewer snacks overall compared to controls. Experiment: M=5.0, STD=2.8, Control: M=8.5, STD=5.0. (See Figure 2). Because we found no significant differences in consumptions of healthy snacks, this decrease in overall snack consumption was driven primarily by the fact that unhealthy snacks were reduced in the experimental condition while consumption of healthy snacks remained the same. A repeated measures ANOVA applied to overall snack consumption found significant effects of condition F(1,306)=9.2, p=.004, and time, F(6,306)=2.36, p=.03, with marginal interaction, p=.09. As before, OLSPE regression fit to the full data with parameters of condition and time found a small negative slope for time, -.045, t(369)=2.7, p=.007. Fits to individual conditions separately found slope for time=-.039, t(180)=2.8, p=.006 (experimental) and slope for time=-.05 t(187)=1.69, p=.09, (control).

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Means and standard errors of total snacks consumed over the week of the experiment. Users of the iCrave application consumed significantly fewer total overall snacks and total unhealthy snacks over a week, compared to users of a simple snack tracker.

Even though the iCrave app and snack tracker were very similar, it is possible that the fact that the hassle of the additional imagery task required by iCrave caused participants in the experimental condition to under-report their snack consumption. Thus, we also asked participants at the end of the study how many unhealthy snacks they consumed over the week. Results suggested participants in both conditions under-reported on the app. However, comparison of unhealthy snack consumption based on post-experiment reports, still supports the main findings that participants in the experimental condition consumed significantly fewer unhealthy snacks, F(1,51)=4.2, p=0.04.
Thus we conclude that our full iCrave app was more effective at reducing unhealthy snack consumption than a basic tracker.

We also checked that our application did not somehow increase the user’s amount of snacking compared to the week before the experiment by drawing excessive attention to it. To do this we used t-tests to compare the average number of daily snacks reported in the post-experiment survey to the number reported in the pre-experiment survey. Results analyzed over all participants in both conditions found that participants reported consuming fewer snacks during the week of the study compared to before, t(52)=2.3, p=.03. When these results were analyzed for each condition separately, we still found decreased snacking: the experimental condition results were near statistical significance, t(52)=1.9, p=.07, and the control condition results also showed reduced snacking but were not statistically significant, t(52)=1.3, p=.21. This analysis supports the premise that participants did reduce snacking during the week of the experiment and the iCrave app was more successful at reducing snack consumption through the reduction in unhealthy snacking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean rating</th>
<th>STD rating</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iCrave</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tracker</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Perceived improvement in snacking. Answers were on a 7 point Likert scale of -3: 3 corresponding to Much Worse: Much Better

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean rating</th>
<th>STD rating</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iCrave</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tracker</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Self-reported ease of resisting unhealthy snacks, where answers were on a 7 point Likert scale of -3: 3 corresponding to Extremely Hard: Extremely Easy.

Post-Study comparison: survey answers
We conducted one-way ANOVAs comparing experimental vs. control participant’s answers to the post-survey regarding how successful participants felt in overcoming unhealthy snacking habits, and how easy they found it to resist unhealthy snacks during the week. Results showed participants in the experimental condition reported significantly greater perceived improvement in overcoming their unhealthy habit compared to controls (F(1,51)=5.4, p=.020), see Table 1, and found it easier to resist unhealthy snacks (F(1,51)=7.4, p=.009), see Table 2. While not reaching significance, but with trends in the right direction, experimental participants also reported being less likely to eat unhealthy snacks without thinking (F(1,51)=2.1, p=.16), see Table 3, and felt less strong cravings for unhealthy snacks (F(1,51)=2.1, p=.16), see Table 4, compared with control condition participants. Thus users of iCrave felt more successful about improving their snack habits and also felt more able to resist unhealthy snacks compared to users of the tracker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean rating</th>
<th>STD rating</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iCrave</td>
<td>-.464</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tracker</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Self-reported agreement to statement about likelihood eating unhealthy snacks without thinking where answers were on a 7 point Likert scale of -3: 3 corresponding to Completely Disagree: Completely Agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean rating</th>
<th>STD rating</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iCrave</td>
<td>-.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tracker</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Self-reported agreement to statement about having strong cravings for unhealthy snacks where answers were on a 7 point Likert scale of -3: 3 corresponding to Completely Disagree: Completely Agree

Pre vs. Post-Study changes in survey answers
Another way of assessing the effects of the application is to compare the changes in answers to questions that were asked both pre and post experiment. Experimental participants showed significant changes in their answers to

---

3 We also repeated analysis of all of our Likert response data assuming ordinal data using the Wilcoxon rank sum test for equal medians. All results and significance values remained virtually the same.
post-study survey questions compared to the same questions in the pre-study survey whereas control participants did not. Paired within-participant t-tests comparing pre vs. post answers for the same participants showed experimental participants after the week had significantly reduced cravings for snacks overall (t(25)=5.27, p=3e-5) and reduced cravings for unhealthy snacks (t(25)=3.1, p=.005), and found it much easier to resist unhealthy snacks (t(25)=5.4, p=.1e-5). Experimental participants also reported being less likely to consume unhealthy snacks without thinking in the post vs. pre survey, but this effect was not significant p=.18. In contrast, control participants only showed a significant decrease in their reports for cravings for snacks overall, t(26)=2.2, p=.04, and no other changes in post vs. pre study answers were significant.

**Imagery vividness and snacking response**

Previous work has shown that the vividness of imagery did not correlate with reductions in cravings [18]. To check whether this lack of correlation existed for craving reduction ‘in the wild’, we examined for experimental participants whether there were any differences in reported vividness of imagery corresponding to events where participants chose to either save, healthy snack, or unhealthy snack. A one-way ANOVA showed significant differences in vividness ratings across the different snack choices: Save: M=3.8, STD= 1.0; Healthy: M=3.8, STD=92; Unhealthy: M=3.2, STD=.88 (F(1,51)=10.8, p=3e-5). Thus, we conclude that the vividness to which users were able to engage in the imagery task was related to the effectiveness of the app in improving snack choices.

**Qualitative Results**

Post-study interviews were conducted with seven randomly selected participants who participated in the experimental condition and used the full iCrave app for a week. Participants were asked about the external contexts as well as the inner thoughts and feelings that surrounded usage of iCrave. They were asked to describe moments where iCrave prompted them to either forgo a snack or choose a healthy snack, as well as moments where iCrave was not effective.

**Moments of resisting snacking entirely**

We asked participants to describe their experiences in instances where use of iCrave helped them resist snacking entirely. Responses supported the idea that cravings for snacks were indeed reduced. Participants reported the reduction in desire for food. “There is a loss of appetite.” “It made me feel like I don’t want to eat snacks.” “The attraction of snacks is reduced.” Participants also described how the imagery task gave them the presence of mind to make better judgments and exert self control about snacking. E.g., “Before I wanted a cookie...afterwards I felt it would be better that I did not eat a cookie.” “Afterwards, I felt like I could control myself.”

We also asked participants what their experiences were when use of iCrave helped them choose a healthy snack. Responses suggested that in these instances, iCrave shifted initial unhealthy preferences towards healthier choices. E.g., “Before, I wanted chocolate immediately. (Afterwards) I preferred the vegetable salad.” “It made me prefer healthy food.” Similarly to the situations where iCrave heled participants avoid snacks entirely, participants described how iCrave gave them the presence of mind to choose a healthier option: “I wanted chips, but afterwards, I felt it is better to eat something healthy.” “After using the app, I wanted to order the healthy snack.” A few participants spoke of how iCrave caused them to reflect more generally on the importance of healthy choices: “After using the app, I thought, ice cream is not good for body. I shouldn’t just eat it, even when I’m not using the app.”

“With the app, I became more aware of the food (I chose).”

**Feeling good**

All participants reported feeling good after the app helped them either avoid snacking or eat healthier snacks. E.g., “I felt good avoiding the popcorn.” “It was a good feeling to avoid the ice cream”. “I felt happy to get healthy food”. “I felt happy to change the choice of food so my life can be healthier.”

**When iCrave did not work**

We asked participants what their experiences were when iCrave did not help them avoid an unhealthy snack. These experiences appeared markedly different from the moments where iCrave did support healthier choices. Participants spoke of how the app didn’t help them and they did not feel any shift in their cravings. E.g., “I felt it could not help me this time.” “Nothing changed, both before and after using the app I still wanted chicken.” “It didn’t work...the feeling was the same both before and after using the app.” These remarks suggest that iCrave worked by shifting preferences and mental states, and the situations in which iCrave was ineffective was when this shift did not occur.

**DISCUSSION**

**Improving snacking in moments of temptation**

Our results showed that engaging in imagery tasks, which have been shown to reduce self-reported craving levels in laboratory studies, can improve snacking behavior when performed at moments of food temptation. Qualitative interview results suggest that the craving-reduction imagery task influenced behavior in several ways. First, it may simply extinguish the desire for unhealthy foods. Second, it may shift preferences away from healthy foods and towards healthier foods. Third, it may reduce the initial desire enough to give users the presence of mind to make a more controlled choice informed by long term health rather than short term desires. Our user-log results showed that reported vividness of the imagery task correlated with moments where healthy snacks and no snacks were chosen,
supporting the idea that level of engagement in the imagery task was instrumental in influencing whether healthier choices were made.

**Beyond momentary benefits**

Our results hint at the possibility that the use of iCrave can provide wider benefits for snacking behavior beyond those moments of using the app. In post-experiment questionnaires, participants who used iCrave reported that they were more able to resist unhealthy snacks compared to those in the tracker condition. While this might have been purely due to the fact that they were using the full iCrave app, another possibility is that by practicing the imagery task, they learned a cognitive strategy for reducing desire, which they could implement even when they were not using the app. While results did not reach significance levels, users of iCrave also reported having overall fewer cravings for unhealthy snacks and being more aware of eating unhealthy snacks in comparison to users of the tracking app. Finally, in our qualitative interviews, some participants mentioned that iCrave prompted greater awareness of food choices even when they were not using the app. Longer term studies will be needed to verify the possible broader effects of using iCrave mentioned above that are suggested by our current work.

**Open questions**

Our study focused on the use of iCrave to improve snacking behavior. However, it would also be also interesting to know whether iCrave can improve the healthiness of consumption during meal as well as snacks. Though cravings are typically associated with snacks, they could also play a role in meal time consumption. The observations that iCrave appeared to shift preferences towards healthier foods and help induce a state of mind where one is able to make healthier choices, suggests that it may be useful for meals as well as snacks.

Another line of open enquiry is to understand in more detail the effectiveness of different individual components of iCrave. While our results found that imagery vividness correlated with healthy choices, it is unknown the extent to which a 10s delay without the imagery task might also be effective. Laboratory studies have shown that equivalent-length mind wandering tasks [22] and other cognitive tasks such as reciting the alphabet backwards [25] are not effective in reducing cravings. This suggests that a mere 10s delay without imagery would not be as effective in changing behavior. However, this remains to be empirically verified.

Another factor that may have contributed to the success of iCrave besides the imagery task and delay was the presence of the ‘save’ button. While our participants spoke of the imagery task shifting their choice preferences, it is possible that the mere possibility of being able to record moments of overcoming cravings also would be beneficial on its own, without a craving reduction task. Indeed, in user interviews for our lite prototype, which only contained a ‘save’ button, people reported enjoying recording their savings. However, the effectiveness of this savings button has yet to be systematically evaluated on its own.

**Design implications**

Our finding that a system which prompts an imagery task and records moments of overcoming temptation can improve snacking habits opens up questions about how the system might be designed to optimize effectiveness. One possibility is to allow users to engage in multiple repeats of the imagery task and/or to allow the user to select a new imagery task if the first imagery prompt is unappealing. Another option is to allow the user to choose whether they want to have an imagery task at all, thus allowing for more flexibility in usage. Additionally, a greater variety of craving reduction tasks can be incorporated to prevent adaptation. Previous laboratory studies have shown that other imagery tasks such as staring passively at dynamic black and white visual noise, olfactory imagery, and tactile-visual manipulation can also reduce cravings [18, 21]. Other studies have shown that imagining indulging in ones favorite activities also can reduce cravings [25]. Thus future versions of iCrave can explore the usefulness of allowing users to create their own repository (e.g., text or photos) of craving reduction material.

Future versions of iCrave can incorporate additional features that enhance the rewards of forgoing snack cravings and reduce the strength of cravings. For example, the application can enhance the association of accumulated savings with future non-food rewards. One can imagine a personal treats store where the user could pre-specify the treats they would allow themselves if they overcame a certain number of cravings or went for a certain time period without unhealthy snacks. Another method for celebrating savings might be to include an option for social features where friends who are trying to snack less are connected together and updates can be posted when each successfully overcomes a craving, allowing others to give congratulations, feedback, or encouragement.

**CONCLUSION**

We implemented and tested iCrave, a mobile application designed to influence the specific psychological constructs that surround weight loss: the cost of resisting tempting foods and the rewards of feeling good about having self control. It is the first application to use the cravings reduction methods proposed by EI theory.

We evaluated the effectiveness of our application for improving snacking habits compared to that of a basic snack tracker in a one-week study. We found that while users of both iCrave and the tracker reported eating fewer snacks on average than they usually do, iCrave significantly reduced unhealthy snacking and overall snacking compared to the basic tracker. Users of our application also felt more successful in improving their snack habits, felt more able to
resist unhealthy snacks compared to users of the simple tracker, reported significantly reduced cravings for snacks overall and reduced cravings for unhealthy snacks compared to before the week of using the application.

Our work demonstrates how a simple mobile app can help individuals overcome snack cravings and improve their snack habits. The design of our application was based on mitigating the discouraging psychological constructs of a desired behavior and enhancing the encouraging ones. iCrave represents one possible instantiation of the many design opportunities afforded through designing to alter the psychological constructs that underlie behavior. The success of our application demonstrates that this is a viable new approach for opening up the design space for persuasive technologies.
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